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The Case

Case 07: CITY OF SCARLET LIGHT by Sarah 

Richardson

Tensions between the social classes were already high when news 
broke that Caron, son of Briallyn and Grey Scholar of the Autumn 
Breath, had been found strangled with his own satin bondage ropes. 
The city plunged into mourning for a beloved teacher. Caron was 
known to anger those better connected than he, but he had never 
suffered more than a light slap on the wrist or snubbing from certain 
fashionable parties. Now a cryptic symbol left at the scene suggests 
he may have crossed the wrong person. The customary lights in each 
House’s window glow with the blue tinge of a grieving community, 
and blue velvet is draped across the tops of doors and windows.

Those who teach in the Training Houses are supposed to be above 
intrigue and bribery, although everyone knows that is rarely the 
case. Students are as likely to be accepted for their connections as 
their potential talent. Caron was one who adhered to his principles 
when accepting students. This angered those he denied entry into 
his classroom and inspired his students. Those of the lower class 
viewed him as a merry thorn in the side of the upper class. Rumors 
of an illegal salon run by the middle class had come to his attention 
recently, and Caron loudly refused to take a side on the issue. He had 
proposed to moderate a public debate on the issue, but the date had 
not yet been set.



The City
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Corrupted by: Extravagance

The City of Scarlet Light has power in this world, not through 
military arms, nor religious authority, but through pleasures of the 
flesh as performed by their trained courtesans, the Light-Touched. 
Other cities trade their dearest commodities to engage a contract 
with one of the Light-Touched, as their touch can soothe any hurt, 
ease any strain, and create an uncommonly clear state of mind. On 
the surface, the City of Scarlet Light is a vision of flowering sea vines 
trained to grow as one with the buildings, carefully curated public 
art, and curving streets, all inhabited by beautiful men and women. 
Below that rigidly constructed facade, another truth can be found...

While the men and women of the upper class spend their days 
training in dance, music, speech, and other refined graces, such 
arts are illegal for anyone of a lower class to practice. The copious 
supplies required by the Training Houses—perfect black blooms from 
jaleria trees, delicate blue peaches with nary a bruise, hand carved 
ivory sex toys—have put a strain on the city’s resources, although the 
noble families attempt to hide this from foreign eyes. Noble houses 
vie to place their sons and daughters in the most exclusive training 
houses, while the poor struggle to afford a bit of carmine to give their 
lips grace and a crumb of bread to fill their bellies. Revolution is in 
the air, and the death of Caron may be the flame to ignite real social 
change - or an opportunity to burn out all dissenting voices.



The Districts
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Downtown

♥
The Quarter 

of Alabaster

The Quarter of Alabaster (♥) -This overbuilt 
district is where business and negotiation takes 
place. Foreigners throng the narrow streets shaded 
by colorful canopies and packed eating houses 
with muraled walls telling different versions of the 
Training Houses’ rise to power.

Skid Row

♣
The Quarter 

of Celadon

The Quarter of Celadon (♣) - This area was victim 
to a fire long ago. To those passing through, the 
district is full of quick shadows and whispers, but 
a tight knit community lives within the decrepit 
structures. Ash and smoke mingles with the smell of 
rotting fruit here.

Outskirts

♠
The Quarter 

of Indigo

The Quarter of Indigo (♠) - A cramped district 
between the sea and downtown. Its bare clay walls 
sparkle in the sunlight. All employment revolves 
around the needs of the upper class and foreigners. 
There is always an aroma of oil and fish lingering 
here, and—until recently—laughter filled the night.

Upper Crust

♦
The Quarter 

of Bistre

The Quarter of Bistre (♦) - Home to the grand 
Training Houses. Their interiors are shadowed and 
furtive, lit only by floating orbs of soft flames. After 
the instructors and students have gone home for the 
night, guards patrol the streets in soft, silent boots. 
The air smells of jasmine, incense, and sex.

Cut along dotted lines and pin to the four corners of the board.



The Players
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♥ emrys Nighy

PRINCIPLE: “Never harm another”
Spit-turner at Glaw’s Kabob Emporium, as well as a plate-clearer at Eirian’s 
Pasties. They have been to several of the illegal salons, and harbor dreams 
of performing at one. Rumors abound of a long-standing affair with Caron. 
Their wrists are scarred from the sparks that fly around the spits, but are 
finely-boned and elegant underneath skin that glows with surprising softness.

♦ iola Crowther 

PRINCIPLE: “Never betray my own”
A trainee and a former student of Caron’s in the discipline of the Autumn 
Breath. Is following in their father’s footsteps as a Light-Touched, and is 
anxious about reaching the same level of fame. They relied on Caron as a 
sounding board for these concerns, and did a poor job of hiding the adoration 
that lit their eyes. Has long, graceful fingers that pluck at the air.

♠ taNweN slorah

PRINCIPLE: “Tell no lie”
Was employed at the Training House of the Copper Peony as a page until 
recently. No reason was given for their dismissal. As the sole provider for 
their younger twin brothers, the loss was devastating. They pled for help from 
Caron before his death, relying on their childhood friendship to ease the 
request, but Caron died before he could give an answer. Their thick, textured 
hair is dyed scarlet, and falls to their shoulders.

♠ sioN pussett

PRINCIPLE: “Justice must be done”
Employed at the Training House of the Iron Lily as an apprentice Host, 
tasked with supplying visitors with refreshments and entertainment. The awe 
they feel at the sight of the Light-Touched has started to fade, and Caron was 
the only person to whom they could confide this to. Has permanent divots in 
their shoulders from the heavy wings worn as part of their uniform.



The Victim
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CaroN edevaNe 

The son of Briallyn, a Light-Touched 
and Grey Scholar of the Autumn 
Breath. A teacher at the House of 
the Silver Orchid. Was intrigued 
by the middle class proposing their 
own salons. Has waist length dark 
brown hair, normally worn in a loose 
pile on his head while teaching.

Pin the victim to the center of the board. The other two leads are the scene of the 
crime and an object found there. Pin them up in their respective districts. Keep these 
starting leads separate from the other lead cards.



Setting Name #/#

The Leads

Cut out the leads on this and the following page, shuffle, and put them in an 
envelope. The leads are laid out in such a way that you should be able to lay the 
pages on top of each other and cut both sets out at once.



Setting Name #/#


